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SCENARIO 4 -  ELECTRIC CITY 
 

DESCRIPTION 

Electric City is a scenario of Brighton in 2030. In this scenario Brighton is challenged as a viable 

commuter centre for London workers.  Both volume demands and then rail infrastructure disasters 

challenge the city.  City uses a mix of transport solutions including public, private and autonomous 

and human directed.  

A centralised vehicle management system co-ordinates and controls traffic in the city.   

SCENARIO LOGICS 

 Brighton isolated from North-South rail routes by infrastructure failure (Unexpected Change) 

 Centralised Transport Control is imposed within the City limits (Unexpected Change) 
 

POINTS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

 New: Tunnel collapse, distributed intelligence, East-West business centres, autonomous cars, 

zero cost transport, reducing tourism 

 Trends: Automation, Gentrifying city areas 

 Continued: Brighton a liveable city, delivery can congestion 

 Removed / Reduced: Bicycles 

 Returned: White Van Man becomes White Drone Can. 

 

TIMELINE 

Year Events 

2030 Recovery from transport infrastructure largely complete. For example, recovering 

property prices, tourism numbers, awards for desirable city to live in 

2027 Transition to a completely managed transport ecosystem 

2024 Balcombe Tunnel collapses and Ouse valley Viaduct suffers instability problems. 

‘Island Brighton’ becomes a popular phrase. Emigration of commuters, adoption of 

remote working for some. 

2021 Increasing pressures on commuting to London.  New business developments along 

south-eastern towns in East Sussex and Kent.  New transport links and services 

developed for East-West commuting. 
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COMMUTER, PARENT AND PARTNER JOURNEY  

Travelling back towards her home in the Autocar after a long day’s work, Akosua pondered while 

looking at the traffic. She looked forward to seeing her husbands, he children and having some good 

Ghanaian food. The Newhaven banking precinct she worked in was an exciting place but only had 

limited food options. 

The speed of transition from ‘anyone directs’ traffic, to ‘no-one directs’, had surprised her. While 

some traffic features were different, other parts seemed too familiar. The ‘White Van’ congestion of 

yesteryear merely replaced by the ‘White Drone’ heavy cloud of today. "plus ça change…" she 

thought. 

Fully automated and free city travel for citizens and visitors was not only effective but was a good 

experience for everyone.  On demand, comfortable vehicles with human-like interaction and even 

social with some seating configurations.   “No passenger left behind” was the driving motto of the 

city transport intelligence” (which it is perhaps a little too keen to spout out at passengers.) 

Making the transition to an all intelligent and all tagged vehicle system two years ago had been 

progressive and required strong leadership. It was also a lifeline to a city economy devastated half a 

decade ago by suddenly being disconnected by rail from London and Gatwick.  The severance of the 

easy commuting and tourism had been a shock to the economy.  The lack of funds and years it 

would take to re-institute the link was a HUGE problem.  Automating traffic eased the increased 

North-South road traffic and had turned out to be an enabler of new East-West demand.  

Working in London had become less important in the past few years.  The increasing adoption of 

virtual working coincided with the booming of other South East coastal towns as new business 

centres.  ‘East-West’ was the new ‘North –South’.  The growing business centres of Newhaven 

(‘Little Frankfurt’) through to Hastings in the East and Westwards ‘Young Worthing’ through to 

‘Silicon Bognor’ were taking up some of the employment slack. As centres of innovation they 

challenged Brighton and their property values certainly were on level pegging now.   

Transport automation cynics had almost been proved right with the great Silicon Infection at New 

Year. Bad Actors (cybercriminals not the fledgling Whitehawk Kabuki theatre group near to her 

home) had compromised the local transportation agent downloads at the city limits. One hundred 

vehicles had been infected before the problem had been detected.  The erratically operating 

vehicles had caused chaos for a few hours before being disabled and inoculated (well, turned off and 

on again.) The event had proved the resilience of the system improving public opinion. 

Initially there had been some public resistance to the outlawing of transport that could not be 

directed centrally. Outlawing bicycles for example had been contentious at the beginning but the 

high service levels and low, i.e. zero, cost of transport cut out much protest from the younger 

generations.  By 2030 even the ‘landline and bicyleclip’ generation holdouts were finding themselves 

needing autonomous vehicles for health reasons.     

Akosua arrived at her front door at last. It had been a long day after her weekly one-day-at-the-

office commute.  

 


